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2018: Three Times In A Row
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Ring of Honor
Date: March 14, 2018
Location: Center Stage Theater, Atlanta, Georgia
Commentators: Ian Riccaboni, Colt Cabana

This is one of those weird weeks where a pay per view has come and gone
but we’re not to the next taping cycle yet. Therefore, tonight is
probably going to be a standalone show, which have very mixed results
around here. There aren’t likely to be any results from the Anniversary
Show, which works well as I haven’t seen it yet. Let’s get to it.

Here’s last week’s show if you need a recap.

Opening sequence.

Battle Royal

Chuckie T., Barretta, Shane Taylor, Josh Woods, Will Ferrara, Leo St.
Giovanni, Flip Gordon, QT Marshall, Caprice Coleman, Shaheem Ali, Kid
USA, F.R. Josie

I think I got everyone in there. They waste no time with this as the
sequence ends and the bell rings with everyone sliding into the ring. The
final two in the ring will face off in a regular match for a shot at the
TV Title at a date to be announced. Chuckie and Barretta are thrown out
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by Shane at the bell, followed by Josie and Ferrara being tossed out soon
thereafter.

Kid USA gets knocked off the top and Coast to Coast can’t get rid of
Taylor. Coleman shoves St. Giovanni out by breaking up a springboard with
Ali and Woods being thrown out a few seconds later. We’re down to
Marshall, Taylor, Coleman and Gordon with QT offering to pay the others
off.

We take a break less than five minutes into the show and come back with
all four still going. Coleman kicks Gordon in the face but gets cut off
with a springboard spinning spear. Marshall hits Taylor by mistake and
that’s it for QT. Gordon has to springboard back in from the apron and
takes Coleman down with a clothesline. Taylor throws Coleman out and it’s
Gordon and Taylor moving on at 8:55.

Rating: D. Well, it was certainly short. The problem here was they didn’t
have the time or the star power to really make things work. They made it
clear that these are people who have never held the title, which doesn’t
exactly give you a lot of star power. Taylor and Gordon could make for a
good singles match, but the battle royal wasn’t the best way to get
there.

The Kingdom is sick of hearing about the Bullet Club when the Kingdom is
on fire. So Cal Uncensored comes in to say they’ve been conspired against
for years. An alliance is suggested and the Kingdom seems intrigued. Post
break, TK O’Ryan doesn’t like the idea but Matt Taven says it’s worth it.
Vinny Marseglia just wants violence against the Bullet Club.

Stacy Shadows is a good sized woman who wants to go through everyone to
make history.

Tenille Dashwood is tired of being overlooked. She’s beaten Shadows
before in a non-televised ROH match so this might not be the biggest
surprise. I mean, the winner gets Brandi Rhodes in a match that already
aired on the PPV pre-show so it’s kind of spoiled in advance.

Women of Honor Title Tournament First Round: Stacy Shadows vs. Tenille
Dashwood



Dashwood is better known as Emma and Deonna Purrazzo is on commentary.
The much bigger Shadows blocks an armdrag attempt and drives Dashwood
into the corner. Some kicks to Stacy’s legs set up a hurricanrana into a
Russian legsweep for one. The running corner crossbody is shrugged off
and Shadows scores with a spinebuster as we take a break.

Back with Stacy still in control and the announcers taking about the
dangers of Dashwood’s Spotlight kick. A Vader Bomb misses though and
Tenille grabs the Tarantula. Dashwood gets two off a high crossbody and
the Spotlight Kick (a running kick to the side of the head) is good for
the pin on Shadows at 8:41.

Rating: D+. Shadows was every bigger woman you’ll see and there was no
reason to believe that Dashwood was losing here. This is a good example
of a match that would have been better suited in a shorter form as it
came off like they were stretching things out for the sake of stretching
things out.

The Bullet Club is in the back and Cody seems worried about the Kingdom
and So Cal Uncensored teaming up. Cody is tired of being told that he’s
the bad guy and the team isn’t going anywhere. Can we just name this the
Bullet Club Hour already?

Beer City Bruiser/Brian Milonas vs. Ryan Nova/Eli Isom

I think you get the idea here. Bruiser forearms Nova down to start and
Nova’s kick to the ribs has as much effect as you would expect. A
crossbody crushes Nova (Colt: “IS HE STILL ALIVE???”) and Milonas does
his reverse splash. Nova gets crushed between the two big guys and it’s
actually off to Isom to keep things going. That means a hard right hand
to knock him silly, followed by a superplex into a frog splash to give
Bruiser the pin at 3:48.

Rating: D. They’re certainly hammering you over the head with the idea
behind Milonas and Bruiser, but that makes sense in this case as it’s not
like they have anything else to do. Bruiser is at least decent but
Milonas….my goodness no. This was a long squash but at least they got the
idea down.



Shane Taylor vs. Flip Gordon

Bully Ray is on commentary and the winner gets a future TV Title shot.
Gordon strikes away at the monster and the chops actually have an effect.
A superkick does a bit more damage but Taylor pulls Gordon HARD out of
the air with a spinebuster for two. Taylor goes with the heavy forearms
to rock Gordon even more as the pace slows quite a bit. One heck of a
legdrop gets two and we take a break.

Back with Taylor blasting him in the face for two more with Bully being
stunned on the kickout. He’s so stunned that we cut to the announcers for
a chat about Supercard of Honor. Taylor even hits a Bubba Bomb and Bully
is now full on behind Flip. An enziguri rocks Taylor and there’s a second
to stagger him…..until a hard clothesline takes Flip’s head off for two.
The middle rope splash misses though and the Star Spangled Stunner into
the 450 gives Flip the pin at 9:31.

Rating: C+. This was another story that didn’t need much laying out,
though I’m not sure how smart it is to do very similar matches three
times in a row. Gordon has some good charisma and all of the flipping
does him some serious favors. If that’s how he keeps going, he’s going to
be fine for a long time to come.

Post match Scorpio Sky runs in for the beatdown on Gordon but the Young
Bucks make the save. They seem to be interested in Gordon but he doesn’t
quite know what to do.

Cody wants to know where the rest of the Club is but he can do this
himself because he knows all of their parts. Bullet Club is fine as they
head into a ten man tag, presumably next week.

Overall Rating: C-. For a standalone episode, I’m not sure how well this
one worked. Setting up a future TV Title shot is a good idea but having a
first round match after the winner already had her quarterfinal match?
Really? Other than that, having three big vs. little matches in a row
felt like a really weak presentation, but maybe it was all they could put
together. Not a bad show, but the Bullet Club stuff is getting old.



Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up the
2018 Updated Version of the History of the WWE Championship in
e-book or paperback. Check out the information here:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2018/01/26/new-book-kbs-history-
of-the-wwe-championship-2018-updated-version/

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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